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Summary 
This thesis deals with the preparation and characterization of longitudinal polymer gradient 
materials (PGMs). The inspiration for this work comes from nature: mussel byssus threads are 
soft-hard gradient biomaterials. These gradient threads are formed by a polyaddition process, 
show unique mechanical properties and demonstrate how nature solves the engineering 
problem of connecting two materials of different modulus. Therefore, the adaptation to 
synthetic polymer gradient materials is very interesting in terms of the development of 
materials with unique properties. In this thesis, the prepared PGMs were systematically 
prepared and studied concerning the influence of the gradient structure on the tensile 
properties. Furthermore, the preparation of biopolymer gradient materials was envisioned for 
biomedical applications. PGMs were also utilized to continuously change the surface 
topography. In summary, this work reveals how bulk, longitudinal PGMs can be prepared, 
analyzed, and adapted to obtain materials with unique mechanical properties, biomedical 
relevance or tailored topography.  
In the ‘Introduction’, the structure, composition and outstanding mechanical properties of 
mussel byssus threads are summarized to frame the background for this work and to show 
where the motivation originates from. The unique mechanical properties are a consequence of 
the gradient composition of the mussel byssus. Therefore, explanations for the advantage of 
structures with gradually changing compositions are compiled and mechanical properties of 
polymer gradient materials are summarized. In nature, cell motility and attachment depends 
on the stiffness of the surface. Surfaces with continuously changing stiffness are thus an 
interesting tool to direct cells. Therefore, examples for blend films of biocompatible 
(bio)polymers are presented to give a background in view of the prepared protein gradient 
films. Surface-wrinkling of poly(dimethyl siloxane) substrates is a powerful tool to prepare 
patterned surfaces. If gradient substrates of poly(dimethyl siloxane) are utilized, surfaces with 
continuously changing topography are accessible. Hence, background information for the 
controlled wrinkling of poly(dimethyl siloxane) substrates is compiled as the last section of 
the ‘Introduction’.  
The ‘Objective of this Thesis’ was the preparation and characterization of polymer gradient 
materials. Therefore, a straightforward approach and process to reproducibly prepare PGM 
had to be developed. Most of the reported preparation methods are relatively complex in 
terms of efficiency, effort, and costs and sometimes lack reproducibility. In addition, methods 
for the characterization of the gradient structure had to be established. Another major goal 
was the investigation of the influence of the gradient structure on the mechanical properties of 
PGMs. Furthermore, protein gradient films with biomedical relevance should be prepared and 
characterized. Finally, poly(dimethyl siloxane) gradient substrates were to be applied to a 
wrinkle formation process to study the influence of the substrate’s modulus on the wrinkle 
wavelength.  
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The ‘Synopsis’ gives an overview of the thesis and summarizes the achievements of the PhD 
and major results of the five attached ‘Publications and Manuscripts’.  
For the first time, longitudinal, bulk polymer gradient materials with high reproducibility on 
the centimeter scale (up to 14 cm length) could be prepared by using a specially designed 
precision syringe pump setup. The reproducibility of this approach is key requirement to 
prepare a large number of samples required to statistically evaluate tensile testing 
experiments. Two characterization methods were developed, specifically compressive 
modulus testing, as destructive method, and UV/Vis spectroscopy, as non-destructive method, 
in order to probe the sample at different positions. The latter one is based on the addition of a 
dye to one component, allowing the precise determination and visualization of the gradient 
structure within the sample before tensile testing. With this setup, longitudinal, macroscopic 
PGMs could be prepared and systematically studied. 
We aimed for crosslinked polyaddition polymer systems to prepare gradient materials. The 
precision syringe pump setup was used to prepare longitudinal polymer gradient materials 
based on poly(dimethyl siloxane). This approach was extended to three other polymer systems, 
specifically poly(urethane), poly(acrylate) and poly(mercaptopropyl siloxane). In this way, 
both thermally and photochemically curing polymerizations were carried out. PGMs with 
different Young’s modulus ranging from about 1 MPa (poly(dimethyl siloxane)) up to 1 GPa 
(poly(acrylate)) could be prepared. PGMs based on poly(urethane), poly(acrylate) and 
poly(mercaptopropyl siloxane) can easily cover the Young’s modulus range of mussel byssus 
threads (50-500 MPa). By variation of the syringe pump flow profiles different gradient 
structures were realized, specifically soft-hard, soft-hard-soft and hard-soft-hard PGMs. Using 
the absorbance of the added dye, the gradients could be visualized. Moreover, gradient 
samples could be compared to non-gradient samples with the same overall composition. The 
tensile properties of PGMs were systematically studied as function of the gradient structure. 
Tensile testing of different gradient structures revealed a significant increase of the specimen 
toughness of hard-soft-hard PGMs in comparison to non-gradient samples. This demonstrates 
that PGMs can be used to prepare materials with improved mechanical properties.  
Aqueous protein solutions of fibroin and gelatin, both proteins that contain structural motifs 
similar to those in byssal threads, were processed what transferred the bioinspired approach to 
the next level in terms of the adaptation of mussel byssus threads to biopolymer films. The 
obtained hard-soft protein gradient films of fibroin and gelatin were mechanically, thermally 
and optically characterized. This macroscopic biopolymer gradient material covers a modulus 
range of about 150 to 950 MPa. As mentioned above, surfaces with continuously changing 
stiffness are an interesting tool to direct cells. Therefore, the fibroin gelatin protein gradient 
films with suitable modulus range, biocompatibility and -degradability but thermal stability at 
body temperature are envisioned for biomedical applications such as the treatment of tendon 
(natural gradient) rupture, a process that requires the immobilization of the right cell in the 
right spot.   
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Finally, the expertise with poly(dimethyl siloxane) gradient materials was used to prepare 
wrinkled surfaces with continuously changing topography. A poly(dimethyl siloxane)-based 
longitudinal PGM was prepared and subjected to an oxygen plasma treatment. For the first 
time, the change in crosslink density was transferred in a continuously changing wrinkle 
wavelength along the length of the sample (14 cm). The key element for the realization of the 
continuously changing topography was a novel method that consists of the embedment of the 
poly(dimethyl siloxane) gradient material in a homogeneous matrix to provide an uniform 
strain field over the whole gradient sample. In this way, the wrinkle wavelength on the surface 
of the poly(dimethyl siloxane) substrate could be continuously changed from about 700 to 
1200 nm. This lithography-free approach is a powerful tool to prepare gradient surfaces with 
tailored topography. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit umfasst die Herstellung und Charakterisierung von 
longitudinalen polymeren Gradientenmaterialien (PGM). Inspiriert wurde diese Arbeit von 
der Muschelseide, dem sogenannten Muschelbyssus. Dieses weich-harte Gradienten-
biomaterial wird in einem natürlichen Polyadditionsprozess hergestellt, zeigt einzigartige 
mechanische Eigenschaften und meistert die Herausforderung, zwei Materialien mit 
unterschiedlichem Modul miteinander vorteilhaft zu verknüpfen. Deswegen ist die Nach-
ahmung dieser natürlichen Gradientenmaterialien im Hinblick auf die Entwicklung von 
neuartigen Materialien mit einzigartigen mechanischen Eigenschaften sehr interessant. In 
dieser Arbeit wurden eine Vielzahl von synthetischen PGM systematisch hergestellt und 
untersucht bezüglich des Einflusses der Gradientenstruktur auf die Zug-Eigenschaften der 
Probe. Darüber hinaus wurden Gradientenmaterialien auf Basis eines Biopolymer-Systems 
hergestellt, das für biomedizinische Anwendungen interessant sein könnte. Ausserdem 
wurden PGM verwendet, um die Oberflächentopographie kontinuierlich zu verändern. Die 
vorliegende Doktorarbeit beschreibt, wie longitudinale PGM hergestellt, charakterisiert und 
angepasst werden können werden können, um Materialien mit einzigartigen mechanischen 
Eigenschaften, biomedizinischer Relevanz oder maßgeschneiderter Topographie zu erhalten.  
In der Einleitung werden zuerst die Struktur, Zusammensetzung und außergewöhnlichen 
mechanischen Eigenschaften von Muschelbyssusfäden zusammengefasst, um Hintergrund-
wissen zu liefern, welche für das Verständnis und die Motivation dieser Arbeit wichtig sind. 
Die einzigartigen mechanischen Eigenschaften der Muschelseide sind eine Folge der 
Gradientenzusammensetzung der Fäden. Daher werden Vorteile von Materialien mit 
kontinuierlich verändernder Zusammensetzung zusammengefasst und eine Literaturübersicht 
über PGM zusammengestellt. In der Natur spielen Gradientenmaterialien aber noch eine 
andere Rolle. So ist bekannt, dass die Bewegung und Ablagerung von Zellen auf Oberflächen 
von der Steifigkeit (=Modul) der Oberfläche abhängt. Daher sind Oberflächen mit 
kontinuierlich veränderbarer Steifigkeit ein interessantes Werkzeug zur Steuerung der 
Zellablagerung. Folglich werden in dieser Arbeit die hergestellten Proteingradientenfilme vor 
dem Hintergrund geblendeter Filme aus biokompatiblen (Bio)polymeren vorgestellt. Die 
kontrollierte Faltenbildung auf Oberflächen von Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-Substraten ist ein 
effizienter Prozess für die Herstellung von strukturierten Oberflächen. Falls 
Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-Gradientenmaterialien verwendet werden, dann sind Oberflächen mit 
kontinuierlich veränderlicher Topographie zugänglich. Daher ist Basiswissen für die 
kontrollierte Faltenbildung auf Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-Substraten im letzten Abschnitt der 
Einleitung zusammengestellt.   
Das Ziel der vorliegenden Dissertation war die Herstellung und Charakterisierung von 
polymeren Gradientenmaterialien. Daher musste zuerst eine Methode entwickelt werden, um 
PGM reproduzierbar herstellen zu können. Die meisten der aus der Literatur bekannten 
Herstellungsmethoden sind relativ kosten- und zeitintensiv und teilweise nicht reproduzierbar. 
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Ausserdem mussten Methoden für die Charakterisierung von PGM entwickelt werden. Ein 
weiteres Ziel stellte die systematische Untersuchung des Einflusses der Gradientenstruktur auf 
die mechanischen Eigenschaften der PGM dar. Weiterhin sollten Proteingradientenfilme mit 
biomedizinischer Relevanz hergestellt und charakterisiert werden. Abschließend sollten Poly-
(dimethylsiloxan)-Gradientenmaterialien einem kontrollierten Faltenbildungsprozess unter-
worfen werden, um den Einfluss des Substratmoduls auf die Faltenwellenlänge untersuchen 
zu können.  
Die Sypnose gibt einen Überblick über die vorliegende Doktorarbeit und fasst die 
wesentlichen Errungenschaften und Ergebnisse der angehängten Publikationen und 
Manuskripte zusammen. 
Zum ersten Mal konnten longitudinale polymere Gradientenmaterialien mit hoher 
Reproduzierbarkeit auf der Zentimeterskala (bis 14 cm Länge) hergestellt werden. Dafür 
wurde ein speziell entwickeltes Präzisionsspritzenpumpensetup verwendet. Die 
Reproduzierbarkeit dieser verlässlichen Methode ist die Voraussetzung, um eine große 
Anzahl an Proben herzustellen, was für die statistische Auswertung von Zug-
Dehnungsexperimenten unabdingbar ist. Weiterhin wurden zwei Charakterisierungsmethoden 
entwickelt: eine destruktive (Kompressionsmodulmessung) und eine nicht-destruktive 
(UV/Vis Absorptionsmessung) in Abhängigkeit der Probenposition. Die letztgenannte, nicht-
destruktive Methode basiert auf der Zugabe eines Farbstoffes zu einer der Komponenten und 
erlaubt so, die Gradientenstruktur visualisieren und bestimmen zu können, bevor die Proben 
Zug-Dehnungsmessungen unterzogen werden. Mit diesem experimentellen Aufbau konnten 
longitudinale, makroskopische PGM systematisch hergestellt und untersucht werden. 
Wir verwendeten vernetzte Polyadditions-Polymersystemen um PGM herzustellen. Die 
Hochpräzisionsspritzenpumpe wurde zuerst verwendet, longitudinale PGM auf Basis von 
Poly(dimethylsiloxan) herzustellen. Der experimentelle Aufbau wurde dann auf drei weitere 
Polyadditions-Polymersysteme übertragen, um neben Poly(dimethylsiloxan) auch 
Poly(urethane), Poy(acrylate) und Poly(merkaptopropylsiloxane) verarbeiten zu können. Auf 
diese Weise konnten sowohl thermisch als auch photochemisch aushärtende Polymerisationen 
sowie sehr unterschiedliche Modulbereiche von ungefähr 1 MPa (Poly(dimethylsiloxan)) bis 
zu 1 GPa (Poly(acrylate)) abgedeckt werden. PGM auf Basis von Poly(urethanen), 
Poly(acrylaten) und Poly(merkaptopropylsiloxanen) können sehr leicht den Modulbereich  
von Muschelseiden (50-500 MPa) abdecken. Durch Variation der Flussprofile der 
Spritzenpumpe konnten unterschiedliche Gradientenstrukturen realisiert werden, im Detail 
weich-harte, weich-hart-weiche und hart-weich-harte PGM. Durch Messung der Absorption 
des hinzu gegebenen Farbstoffs konnten die Gradientenzusammensetzung visualisiert werden. 
Weiterhin konnten Gradientenmaterialien mit Nicht-Gradientenmaterialien mit gleicher 
Zusammensetzung verglichen werden. Die Zug-Eigenschaften von PGM wurden systematisch 
untersucht in Abhängigkeit ihrer Gradientenstruktur. Zug-Dehnungsmessungen von Proben 
unterschiedlicher Gradientenstruktur zeigten eine signifikante Erhöhung der Reißenergie von 
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hart-weich-harten Gradientenmaterialien im Vergleich mit Nicht-Gradientenprüfkörpern. Dies 
verdeutlicht, dass PGM verwendet werden können, um Materialien mit verbesserten 
mechanischen Eigenschaften herzustellen.  
Wässrige Proteinlösungen von Fibroin und Gelatine, Proteine mit strukturellen Elemente 
ähnlich denen der Muschelseide, wurden ebenfalls zu Gradientenmaterialien verarbeitet, was 
die Herstellungsmethode noch näher an das natürliche Vorbild brachte. Die erhaltenen, hart-
weichen Proteingradientenfilme aus Fibroin und Gelatine wurden dann mechanisch, 
thermisch und optisch charakterisiert. Dieses makroskopische Biopolymergradientenmaterial 
deckt einen sehr großen Modulbereich von 150 bis 950 MPa ab. Wie bereits erwähnt können 
Oberflächen mit kontinuierlich veränderlichem Modul die Bewegung und Ablagerung von 
Zellen auf Oberflächen steuern. Daher könnten die hergestellten Proteingradientenfilme aus 
Fibroin und Gelatine mit passendem Modulbereich, Biokompatibilität und -abbaubarkeit und 
thermischer Stabilität bei menschlicher Körpertemperatur interessant sein für biomedizinische 
Anwendungen wie z.B. die Behandlung von Sehnenrissen: ein Prozess, der die 
Immobilisierung der richtigen Zelle am richtigen Ort erfordert. 
Zum Abschluss der Arbeit wurde die erworbene Expertise bei der Herstellung von 
Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-basierten Gradientenmaterialien verwendet, um Oberflächen mit 
kontinuierlich veränderlicher Topographie herzustellen. Dazu wurden longitudinale 
Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-Gradientenmaterialien hergestellt und eine Sauerstoffplasmaoxidation 
durchgeführt. Zum ersten Mal konnte so die Variation der Vernetzungsdichte in eine 
kontinuierlich veränderliche Faltenwellenlänge entlang der Probenlänge (14 cm) übertragen 
werden. Dabei spielte eine entwickelte Einbettungsmethode der Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-
Gradientenmaterialien eine entscheidende Rolle, um ein homogenes Kraftfeld auf den 
Gradientenprüfkörper wirken lassen zu können. Auf diese Weise wurde die Faltenwellenlänge 
an der Oberfläche des Poly(dimethylsiloxan)-Substrats kontinuierlich von 700 auf 1200 nm 
verändert. Dieser lithografiefreie Ansatz stellt eine mächtiges Werkzeug dar, um Oberflächen 
mit kontinuierlich verändernder Topographie herstellen zu können.  
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1 Introduction 
The exploration and application of natural principles is a challenging yet promising approach 
for the development of new biomimetic materials.[1] In this work, bioinspired longitudinal 
polymer gradient materials (PGMs) were prepared and characterized. The inspiration for this 
project comes from nature: submarine mussels use their so-called mussel byssi, a gradient 
biomaterial, for the attachment onto rocks. Therefore, the introduction covers the structure 
and properties of mussel byssus threads (section 1.1). Gradient materials are assumed to 
improve the mechanical properties what has already been exploited for the preparation of 
PGMs. Hence, advantages of gradient materials in general and examples from literature are 
presented in which PGMs show improved mechanical properties (section 1.2). Biocompatible 
polymers are relevant for biomedical applications. Furthermore, gradient substrates are able to 
direct cell motility and attachment. Thus, blend films of biocompatible (bio)polymers are 
presented (section 1.3) to put them into context with the prepared protein gradient films. The 
controlled wrinkling of poly(dimethyl siloxane) is a powerful tool for the preparation of 
patterned surfaces. This well-established approach was applied to poly(dimethyl siloxane) 
gradient substrates to prepare surfaces with a continuously changing topography. Hence, the 
theoretical background for the wrinkling process is summarized (section 1.4). All these 
sections are given to frame the background of this work. 
 
1.1 Mussel Byssus Threads: Gradient Biomaterials 
Submarine mussels possess a tough yet elastic appendage called byssus that attaches the 
mussel’s soft interior to hard surfaces in the rocky intertidal zone for most of their life.[2] The 
byssus is a bundle of extracorporeal threads, each of which consists of a stem, a proximal and 
distal part and is glued to the surface by an adhesive plaque (Figure 1).[3]  
 
Figure 1. (a) Submarine mussels such as Mytilus californianus use their byssi to attach themselves onto rocks. 
(b) Each byssus consists of a stem, a proximal and distal part and a plaque, gluing the thread to the rocky 
surface. (Reprinted with permission from [4]; Copyright 2009 Elsevier Limited) 
 
These threads are longitudinal gradient biomaterials, e.g. the composition changes 
continuously along the length of the fiber.[5] Each thread of the mussel byssus shows an 
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excellent combination of stiff and soft mechanical properties, resulting in a high toughness 
similar to that of Kevlar® (50 MJ/m3).[6,7] However, modulus (Edistal=0.87 GPa; 
Eproximal=0.02 GPa) and ultimate stress (distal=0.08 GPa; proximal=0.04 GPa) are rather low in 
comparison to Kevlar® (E=130 GPa; =3.6 GPa). Mussel byssi are able to withstand harsh 
conditions such as crushing waves with velocities up to 25 m/s.[8] Moreover, the byssus 
possesses remarkable self-healing properties[4,9] and is formed in about 5 minutes.[10] 
Furthermore, such soft-hard gradient biomaterial solves the engineering problem of 
connecting soft tissues with hard surfaces (Figure 9).[11] All these features make the mussel 
byssus an ideal for polymer materials science and thus justify a closer look.  
As shown in Figure 1b, each byssal thread consists of the stem, the proximal and distal thread 
and the plaque[2,3,12,13] and is coated by a cuticle (2-5 µm thickness).[14] The thread is 
composed of around 95% proteins and 5% water.[15] The major protein content of the 
proximal and distal thread is contributed by three different collagen-like proteins (so-called 
preCols), specifically preCol-P, preCol-D and preCol-NG (for proximal, distal and no 
gradient, respectively).[4,15-18]  These precollagens are distributed over the thread (2-5 cm in 
length, 100-200 µm diameter)[2] along a compositional gradient[19,20] (Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2. Structural features of a byssal thread. The stem connects the mussel’s soft interior to the thread that is 
attached to the rocky surface via an adhesive plaque. TEM images illustrate the different morphologies of the 
structural features. In the case of the proximal and distal part of the thread, the changing morphology can be 
attributed to a continuously changing ratio of preCol-P and -D while -NG remains constant. (Reprinted with 
permission from [2]; Copyright 2008 Landes Bioscience)  
 
Each preCol is a monomer that can be polymerized. However, every single preCol in itself 
already consists of a modular structure, resembling a blockcopolymer with a kinked triple-
helical collagen core, variable flanking domains and terminal histidine-rich domains (Figure 
3).[15,21-23]  
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Figure 3. Schematic of a preCol collagen triple helix with flanking domains and his-rich termini. The different 
collagens preCol-D, -NG, and -P differ only in their flanking domain. (Adapted with permission from [5]; 
Copyright 2009 Wiley-VCH) 
 
The stiff collagen core with the triplet amino acid sequence Gly-Xaa-Yaa (Gly=Glycin; 
Xaa/Yaa= (modified) Prolin) is the largest region, main load-bearing element in each preCol 
and adjacent to the flanking domains.[24] The flanking domains differ significantly and are the 
distinctive feature among preCol-NG, -P and -D, resulting in very different mechanical 
properties.[15] PreCol-NG[25] is uniformly distributed over the thread and is similar to glycin-
rich plant wall proteins. PreCol-P[24] with primarily -helical structure possesses flanking 
domains that resemble elastin and preCol-D[20] has flanking regions with -sheet like 
structures reminding of spider dragline silk.[16,26] The elastin-like preCol-P and the silk-like 
preCol-D render flexible and stiff mechanical properties, respectively. PreCol-NG is predicted 
to have a stiffness between preCol-P and preCol-D. The terminal histidine-rich domains are 
able to form covalent crosslinks.[17,27,33] An amount of 2-4 mol% of the overall precollagen 
composition consists of histidine but they are concentrated in the precollagen termini, 
resulting in local concentration of about 20 mol% histidine.[17] This amino acid is known to 
form reversible coordination complexes with Zn(II), Cu(II) and Fe(III), which are present in 
significant amounts in each byssal thread[27,28] and are assumed to play a role in crosslinking 
the collagens.[15] More to the point, the histidine-rich domains also contain residues of 
tyrosine that are known to undergo a translation to 3,4-dihydrophenylalanine (DOPA).[20] 
DOPA is a very reactive agent and able to form covalent crosslinks between nearby 
preCols.[29]  
Trimers of these preCols form anisotropic bundles in granules inside of the secretory cells 
near the mussel groove, stored as a smectic liquid crystal phase.[11,30-32] On demand, these 
granules can be transfered into the rim of the mussel foot protein mfp-1[10,27] where the 
collagens are crosslinked and then externally secreted by the mussel foot, an extendable 
mussel organ.[18,30] This crosslinking process is controlled by the pH-value, allowing 
processing of the preCols while maintaining control over the crosslink formation.[10,33] The 
fiber formation takes about 5 minutes[10] and this polyaddition process reminds of reaction 
injection molding.[10] Furthermore, the use of a liquid crystal phase is similar to the 
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manufacturing process of Kevlar®.[34,35] The smectic morphology[36] of the preordered preCol 
trimers is retained in the final byssal thread though the crosslinking process holds the preCols 
in place.[32] This results in a solid tensile element with embedded, anisotropic fibers in a 
proteinaceous matrix, reminding of a fiber-reinforced composite material.[15]  
It is worth mentioning that most collagens function in tissues that are wholly enclosed within 
the body of the organism.[2] Apparently, that is not the case with extracorporeal mussel byssal 
threads.[16] Therefore, nature adapted these threads to cope with environmental, harsh 
conditions. Specifically, the byssus provides the mussel with the ability to dissipate up to 70% 
of the applied wave energy.[15] The origins of these outstanding mechanical properties are 
assumed to arise from the load-bearing cuticle[37], the fiber-composite-like structure[15] and the 
gradient composition of the thread[11] as well as the domain unfolding to prevent rupture[4,39] 
(see below). Particularly, the compositional gradient of preCol-P and -D is intimately 
associated with the mechanical gradient from the proximal to the distal part of the thread.[15] 
Though, it is difficult to precisely attribute each feature to a specific element of the thread 
what complicates the understanding of the structure-property relationship. The most 
convenient way is the comparison of the stiff, distal with the soft, proximal part of the byssal 
thread. In the distal part, the fiber is stiff (E-modulus of up to 500 MPa) and thus less elastic 
(strain at break of 60%-100%). The proximal part is more elastic, indicated by an E-modulus 
of only 50 MPa and a strain at break of 160%-200%, rendering a material with relatively low 
stiffness and strength but high extensibility (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. Stress-strain curves of the distal and proximal part of the byssal thread. The distal part is stiff with a 
Young’s modulus of 500 MPa, undergoes yielding at approximately 15% and strains until about 100%. The 
proximal part is soft with a Young’s modulus of 50 MPa and an ultimate strain about 200%. (Adapted with 
permission from [5]; Copyright 2009 Wiley-VCH) 
 
The Young’s modulus increases continuously from the proximal to the distal part of the 
thread but 80% of the thread consist of the distal region.[38] By application of a soft-hard 
mechanical gradient, the mussel’s soft interior (Emuscle=0.2 MPa) is mediated to the stiff 
surface of the rock (Erock=25,000 MPa). This soft-hard gradient is a major design principle in 
nature when it comes to the attachment from soft to hard tissue (Figure 5).[5]  
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Figure 5. Schematic of the distinctive parts of the byssal thread (stem, proximal thread, distal thread, plaque) 
and their Young’s modulus in tension. (Adapted with permission from [11]; Copyright 2004 American Chemical 
Society) 
 
At low strains, the distal part of the thread resembles tendon with a stiffness of about 1 GPa 
and a very high resilience (above 90%).[9] However, mussel threads do not show the very low 
ultimate strain values typical for tendon (about 12%) but undergo yielding by extending until 
twice of their initial length. In this way, up to 70% of the applied excess energy is dissipated 
without rupture of the thread[7] what is realized by domain-unfolding[39] of the -pleated 
sheets[18] in the distal regions. Unlike semicrystalline polymers[40], the major part of the 
energy dissipation in byssal threads does not take place in the soft (here:proximal) but stiff 
(here:distal) parts. Similar to most biomaterials[41], the distal part of the byssal thread does not 
loose its functional utility after being taken beyond the yield point. Domain unfolding[39,42] 
and both types of crosslinks[15,17]  provide sacrificial bonds in yield (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic stress-strain curves of dehydrated and hydrated parts of the distal thread. The 
dehydrated thread lacks a distinct yield plateau and possesses a lower ultimate strain. This demonstrates the 
importance of aqueous conditions to reach the best mechanical properties.  (b) The mechanisms during tensile 
testing on a molecular level. The unstretched fiber is strained, leading to extension of molecule kinks (1). With 
increasing stress, the collagen triple helix, the his-rich regions and the alanine-rich parts are stretched (2). 
Breaking of histidine metal crosslinks and domain unfolding after the yield point permits load dissipation (3). 
Interchain hydrogen bonds in the triple helix break apart during strain hardening (4). Once the ultimate strain is 
reached the triple helix ruptures. In the hydrated form, water might act as an lubricant, enabling higher ultimate 
strains (5). (Reprinted with permission from [39]; Copyright 2011 Elsevier Limited)  
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Mussel byssus threads also possess remarkable self-healing properties.[27] After domain 
unfolding and breaking of sacrificial crosslinks such as chelate complexes, there is typically a 
rapid recovery dependent on the presence of sea water. These mechanisms to reverse a loss in 
yield strength make sure that the thread is able to recover initial material properties even after 
straining beyond the yield point though it can take months for complete recovery (Figure 
7).[43] 
 
Figure 7. Cyclic stress-strain curves for the distal part of the thread. The thread is strained to 70% and then 
unloaded to the initial length. Between 10-20% strain, the material is stretched beyond the yield point and thus 
non-elastically deformed (cycle 1). A consecutive cycle clearly shows the decrease of the Young’s modulus 
(cycle 2). After 1h, the thread is strained again and prove that the self-healing mechanisms have already started. 
(Reprinted with permission from [27]; Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society) 
 
As shown in Figure 4, the mechanical properties in the proximal part of the thread are 
significantly different. The Young’s modulus is about ten times lower than in the distal part. 
Accordingly, also the ultimate stress is lower with a higher ultimate strain (see above). 
However, the proximal region is composed of only 66% of precollagen. Therefore, the other 
34% protein cannot be neglected when it comes to the impact on the mechanical gradient. For 
example, the granular, proteinaceous cuticle plays an important role for the half-life of byssal 
threads due to their high breaking strains.[44] Collagens used in the mussel byssus are highly 
interesting for biomedical applications because of their biocompatibility but are not yet 
available in sufficient amounts for materials research.[23]  
The mussel byssus’ outstanding mechanical properties are partially attributed to the gradient 
composition of the threads, rendering a hard-soft material. Therefore, this design paradigm is 
interesting for engineering polymer materials. The application of a gradient solves the 
classical engineering problem of connecting hard and soft materials. All these features make 
the biomimetic adaptation of the mussel byssus’ basic design principles interesting for the 
preparation of longitudinal polymer gradient materials which is the core element of this thesis. 
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1.2 Mechanical Properties of Polymer Gradient Materials 
This section will give a literature overview regarding the investigated mechanical properties 
of polymer gradient materials (PGMs). A compositional gradient has to be established in a 
sample in order to obtain a PGM. As shown in Figure 8, the compositional gradient can be 
either created in the y- (lateral), x- (longitudinal) or z-axis (cross-sectional). Note that gradient 
copolymers, i.e. a gradients of monomers along a single polymer chain, are not in the scope of 
this introductory section and are covered later (section 4.3).[45-47] 
Cross-sectionalLongitudinalLateral
x
z
y
 
Figure 8. Dimensions of polymer gradient materials. The compositional gradient can be established in the y- 
(lateral), x- (longitudinal) or z-axis (cross-sectional). (Adapted with permission from [53]; Copyright 2012 
Wiley-VCH)  
 
Gradient materials in general possess several mechanical advantages such as a high resistance 
to contact deformation and damage[48], crack-tip shielding[49,50], smaller crack-jump 
distances[51] and lower local stress concentrations.[15] Furthermore, a continuously changing 
Young’s modulus was postulated to hinder crack propagation.[52] The best way to understand 
the advantages of gradient materials is the comparison with butt joint materials, i.e. a material 
with a sharp interface instead of a continuously changing composition.[11] Interfaces between 
materials of different stiffness tend to be the point of structural failure upon application of a 
longitudinal load. Specifically, the longitudinal load gives rise to a stress in the contact zone 
between material A with the stiffness value EA and material B with EB, respectively. This 
interfacial stress is called radial stress r. The magnitude of the arising radial stress r reflects 
the degree of mismatch and increases with increasing ratio EB/EA (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. Radial stress r in dependency on the stiffness ratio EB/EA at a constant Poisson ratio and axial stress 
z. Upon application of a longitudinal force F, r in the butt joint increases with increasing stiffness mismatch of 
material A and B, i.e. the stiffness ratio EB/EA. (Reprinted with permission from [53]; Copyright 2012 Wiley-
VCH) 
 
Since gradient materials do not posses a sharp interface but a continuously changing 
composition they are not susceptible to radial stresses.[53] Therefore, gradient materials gained 
interest long before the investigation of mussel byssus threads and potential applications for 
(PGMs) were envisioned already in 1972[54] but initially prepared about 15 years later due to 
the lack of preparation methods.[55] According to the mussel byssus example, hard-soft PGMs 
are of special interest for this thesis. However, hard-soft PGMs with a continuously changing 
ratio of two polymers are quite rare in literature[56-59] and not accessible by the broad variety 
of gradient Interpenetrating Polymer Networks[60,61] (g-IPN) due to their preparation process 
(section 4.3). 
Most of the time, hard-soft polymer gradients were prepared by addition of (inorganic) fillers 
or porosity.[62-64] Cross-sectional talcum/poly(propylene) gradients, i.e. a compositional 
gradient along the thickness of the sample, were prepared and analyzed concerning their 
bending properties.[64] More to the point, it was shown that the gradient structure within the 
sample significantly affects the bending properties.  
The investigation of the overall mechanical properties of the entire polymer gradient sample 
is not common. Instead, researchers concentrated on the analysis of cut sections of the 
gradient material. As a consequence, they rather analyzed samples with a discrete 
composition than an entire gradient specimen.[65] Nevertheless, there are a few examples 
where entire polymer gradient specimens were analyzed - with remarkable findings. PGMs 
based on a g-IPN made of poly(2-chloroethyl acrylate) and poly(methyl methacrylate) were 
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reported to have enhanced fracture strain and toughness[66,67] Several other g-IPNs of different 
polymer systems reached highest yield stress and a high fracture strain, resulting in a 
remarkable toughness.[68-72] However, g-IPN in general lack reproducibility and the 
accessibility of longitudinal PGMs (section 4.3). Better damping[73,74] properties were found 
with vulcanized styrene-butadiene rubber in a rather uncontrolled process. Interesting 
relaxation[75] behavior was observed with poly(urethane-isocyanurates) in a challenging 
preparation process with high synthetic effort.  
In summary, reproducible preparation methods for longitudinal PGMs and systematic studies 
of the effect of gradient structures on the mechanical properties still lack what justifies the 
investigation of this unique class of materials in the presented work.  
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1.3 Blend Films of Biocompatible (Bio)Polymers 
Biocompatible polymer gradient materials might qualify the already complex class of gradient 
materials for biomedical applications such as curing of damaged tendon (see below). This 
section will introduce the utility of gradient materials for cell-interface investigations, 
biomedical applications and summarize literature-known blend film systems of biodegradable 
(bio)polymers that can be adapted to prepare polymer gradient materials (PGMs). In this way, 
the given literature displays the background of the prepared biocompatible fibroin-gelatin 
gradient materials.   
Cell motility, i.e. the cell movement, is directed by the stiffness of the surface and this 
phenomenon is called Mechanotaxis.[76] Cells migrate to surfaces whose stiffness match the 
cell’s tissue stiffness[77]. For instance, cells forming stiff tissue migrate from soft to stiff 
surfaces (Durotaxis).[78] More to the point, even the differentiation of stem cells depends on 
the stiffness of the surface. Specifically, stem cells differentiate into soft cells on soft surfaces 
and vice versa.[79] Thus, the control of cell attachment and movement is of high relevance for 
biomedical applications such as tissue repair because theoretically any cell can be guided to 
the right spot just by application of a suitable surface with a stiffness gradient.  
Tendons are gradient biomaterials[80] with a Young’s modulus about 300-350 MPa[77]. Similar 
to mussel byssus threads, nature uses again a gradient (tendon) for the attachment of soft 
tissue (muscle) to hard surfaces (bone).[81,82] Although the gradient in the tendon-bone 
insertion site is limited to a few centimeters[83], tendons can reach lengths up to 25 cm[84]. 
Spontaneous tendon rupture occurs relatively often in sports.[85] Apparently, biocompatible 
gradient surfaces can help to provide a template or to direct cells because tendon healing[86] 
depends on cell proliferation and migration.[87,88] 
Most researchers used microfluidic devices to prepare biocompatible gradient surfaces for the 
investigation of the cell-material interface[77,89] but the gradients are usually realized on the 
microscale.[90-92] This stems from the fact that macroscopic surfaces are not necessary for the 
investigation of cell-surface interactions although the microfluidic technique itself can indeed 
be used to prepare gradients up to 5 cm length[91] as recently shown with gelatin chitosan 
gradients by Khademhosseini et al.[93] Another disadvantage of the cell-material research field 
is that it is usually populated with soft hydrogels that cannot cover the modulus range of 
tendon.[77] Interestingly, the tendon-bone insertion site has already been addressed by gradient 
surfaces. Specifically, low modulus poly(acrylamide) hydrogel gradients (3 cm stripes) were 
prepared by a gradual irradiation technique, covered with cell-signalling proteins and 
analyzed regarding the differentiation of seeded stem cell on the substrate.[94] A smiliar 
approach was used to prepare surfaces with a steep gelatin gradient over a microscale distance 
of 100 m.[95] Although cell-matrix signaling affected the differentiation of seeded stem cells, 
these soft microscale gradient surfaces are limited to providing a template exclusively for the 
short tendon-bone insertion site.  
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There are also other techniques which were used to prepare gradient surfaces. For instance, 
scientists focused on an approach where biocompatible polymers are modified and covalently 
attached to bioactive molecules in a graded fashion. For example, poly(ethylene glycol) 
microspheres with different densities and attached heparin and protamine were prepared. 
Upon centrifugation, the functionalized microspheres self-assembled according to their 
densities into gradients of heparin and protamine.[96] Furthermore, a poly(L-lactide) 
membrane surface was gradually functionalized with free amino groups using a microinfusion 
pump. Then, collagen brush density gradients were prepared by exploiting the amino group 
gradient on the surface for the gradual attachment of collagen.[97] These gradient surfaces 
were then subjected to cell motility studies.[98] In the same way, gradient surfaces of fibrin are 
accessible.[99] In another example, standard electrospinning technique was used to prepare a 
high-porosity nanofiber of poly(methylglutarimide). Then, they gradually deposited labeled 
fibronectin via time- and position-dependent immersion of the nanofiber in a fibronectin 
solution. The incorporated protein gradient qualified the material for cell culture studies.[100] 
A similar diffusion-dependent process was used to prepare protein gradients on fibroin 
surfaces.[101]   
Although all these methods and systems allow the preparation of biocompatible gradient 
surfaces they do not allow to prepare macroscopic bulk gradient materials over a wide range 
of high modulus that could be relevant, for instance, for tendon replacement. However, a 
miscible fibroin-gelatin blend system was described in literature and structurally[102] and 
mechanically analyzed in dependency on the composition.[103] This biodegradable system 
deserves closer attention because it can cover a broad modulus range and both the 
components are readily available in larger amounts. Furthermore, gelatin is a partially 
hydrolyzed and denaturated collagen and it was already shown that its addition can improve 
the performance of polymer blends for biomedical applications.[104] Moreover, silk fibers of 
fibroin are an interesting candidate for biomaterials research due to their excellent mechanical 
and biological properties.[105] However, this system has not yet been used to prepare 
macroscopic gradient materials. Therefore, the investigation of biocompatible fibroin-gelatin 
gradient materials able to cover the Young’s modulus of natural tendons on the macroscopic 
scale is part of the thesis. 
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1.4 Controlled Wrinkling of PDMS Substrates 
Patterned surfaces play an important role in nature for several interesting phenomena such as 
the self-cleaning “lotus effect”[106], the decrease of hydrodynamic friction of shark skin[107] 
and the broad variety of colors of butterfly wings[108]. This design principle can be adapted to 
technology due to the potential impact on structure-related properties. Most of the structuring 
principles for the preparation of periodically structured substrates[109] is based on conventional 
lithography[110], UV-nanoimprint lithography[111], hot embossing[112], microcontact 
printing[113],  film deposition[114], etching[115] and illumination of azobenzene-containing 
holographic materials, rendering well-defined surface relief gratings.[116] However, there is 
another lithography-free structuring principle which relies on the introduction of surface 
instabilities in thin films for the spontaneous formation of patterned surfaces.[117,118] 
Specifically, wrinkle formation is introduced in thin hard films that are coupled to elastic 
PDMS substrates in a well controlled and highly reproducible process.[119,120] The following 
section will provide a brief overview over buckling/wrinkling to frame the background for the 
controlled wrinkling of PDMS gradient substrates which is a part of this thesis. 
If a free-standing plate (or rod) is subjected to an external compressive force along the length 
of the sample, it will spontaneously buckle at a certain critical stress. The buckle wavelength 
depends only on the length of the free-standing plate (Figure 10).  
 
compressive
force
compressive
force
free-standing plate
buckle wavelength  
Figure 10. Buckling process. If a compressive force (grey arrows) applies a critical stress onto a free-standing 
plate (red bar), spontaneous buckling occurs with a specific buckle wavelength.  
 
The term buckle wavelength is used to describe larger wavelength whereas in the case of 
smaller wavelengths the term wrinkle wavelength is used.[121] If the external compressive 
force is caused by a connected elastic medium, energetically favored wrinkling usually occurs 
with smaller wavelengths (Figure 11).[122]  
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Figure 11. Wrinkling process of a free-standing plate connected to an elastic medium. If a compressive force 
(grey arrows) applies a critical stress onto a free-standing plate (red area) connected to an elastic medium (blue 
cuboid), spontaneous wrinkling occurs with a specific wrinkle wavelength. The thickness of the wrinkled plate is 
exaggerated for better visualization of the principle. 
 
The wavelength is then a result of the bending energy of the plate and the deformation energy 
of the surrounding elastic medium.[123] Wrinkle patterns[124] with complex kinetics[125] are 
accessible, depending on the material’s choice for plate and medium. The only prerequisite is 
the prevention of the film delamination during the process.  
Generally, a hard SiO2-like layer (plate) is coupled to a PDMS substrate (elastic medium), 
resulting in formation of sinusoidal wrinkles on the surface.[119,120] As shown in Figure 12, the 
standard procedure for the introduction of wrinkles comprises stretching of a soft PDMS 
substrate[126,127] and subsequent oxygen plasma treatment, resulting in a hard SiO2-like layer 
on the surface.[128,129] Upon relaxation of the stretched PDMS substrate, sinusoidal wrinkles 
with a uniform wrinkle wavelength are formed perpendicular to the direction of stress. This 
behavior can be attributed to the so-called buckling instability[130] that relieves stresses. 
Although the observed wrinkle wavelength is usually very uniform, defects such as 
(energetically favored) junctions[131] and cracks due to brittle SiO2-like layer are common 
phenomena.[119] 
 
PDMS substrate Surface-wrinkled PDMS
1. Stretching
2. Plasma Treatment
3. Relaxation
PDMS with thin SiO2-like film

A
 
Figure 12. Wrinkling of a PDMS substrate. The PDMS substrate is stretched and subsequently treated with 
oxygen plasma to form a thin SiO2-like film on the surface. After relaxation, sinusoidal wrinkles with a wrinkle 
wavelength  and an amplitude A are formed due to the buckling instability. 
 
Assuming a film (plate) on a semi-infinite substrate (elastic medium) (plane-strain 
conditions), the wrinkle wavelength  and the amplitude A[125] can be calculated according 
to equation (1) and (2), respectively. 
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Here, hf is the thickness of the SiO2-like film,  and c are the (critical) strain and E and  are 
the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of film (f) and substrate (s). Both the wrinkle 
wavelength and the amplitude thus depend linearly on the film thickness. 
There are critical parameters which represent the minimum values to induce wrinkling. 
Specifically, wrinkles can only be formed if a critical stress c (3) or a critical strain c (4) is 
applied onto the sample.[121] 
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Note that both the critical stress and strain only depend on the Young’s moduli and not the 
thickness of the film. Beyond the critical values, non-linear contributions have to be taken 
into account, resulting in a modified equation for the critical wrinkle wavelength c (5) in the 
case of high strains.[132] 
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Here, pre represents the prestrain and ξ the large deformation and nonlinearity in the 
substrate. 
In summary, the wrinkle wavelength c mainly depends on the thickness of the thin SiO2-like 
film hf and the Young’s modulus of the substrate Es. The continuously changing hf was 
recently transferred in a continuously changing wrinkle wavelength.[133] A wrinkled gradient 
PDMS material was already postulated to show a continuously changing wrinkle wavelength 
but no experimental evidence has been available.[134] Therefore, the investigation of the 
wrinkle behavior of a PDMS-based PGM is part of this thesis. 
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2 Objective of this Thesis 
The aim of this thesis is the preparation and characterization of polymer gradient materials 
(PGMs) and to provide deeper insight into materials with a continuously changing 
composition. The inspiration for this work comes from nature: mussel byssus threads are 
gradient biomaterials and show outstanding mechanical properties. Apart from that, materials 
featuring a soft-hard gradient in longitudinal direction solve an engineering problem of 
joining two materials of different stiffness. This chapter describes briefly the five objectives of 
this thesis.  
The first objective is the compilation of literature-known structure, gradually changing 
composition and properties of mussel byssus threads to frame the background of this work. 
Furthermore, the mechanical advantage of a gradient structure in terms of stress distribution 
should be explained. Examples from literature should be given where a gradient structure 
indeed improved the mechanical properties. However, the commonly used preparation 
methods are relatively complex, yield small sample sizes and often lack reproducibility which 
is a drawback for systematic studies. Therefore, an important part of the first objective is the 
implementation of a straightforward, reliable and highly reproducible preparation method for 
longitudinal PGMs on the macroscopic scale.  
The second objective is the preparation of longitudinal PGMs with different gradient 
structures based on poly(dimethyl siloxane) as model system. The third objective is the 
adaptation of this approach to three other polyaddition based polymer systems, specifically 
poly(urethane), poly(acrylate) as well as poly(mercaptopropyl siloxane). A systematic study 
of the impact of the different gradient structures on the tensile properties of PGMs should be 
conducted.  
It is known that biocompatible surfaces with a stiffness gradient are able to direct cell 
movement and attachment. As a consequence, gradient materials are of relevance for 
biomedical applications. Macroscopic biocompatible longitudinal PGMs covering a broad 
modulus range are underrepresented. Therefore, the preparation and characterization of a 
biocompatible and -degradable biopolymer gradient, specifically a fibroin-gelatin gradient 
material, is the fourth objective of this thesis.  
The controlled wrinkling of poly(dimethyl siloxane) surfaces is widely used as one of the 
lithography-free structuring principles. This process is well-established. So far this approach 
was not transferred to a gradient poly(dimethyl siloxane) substrate. Therefore, the last 
objective of this thesis is the application of the acquired expertise with poly(dimethyl 
siloxane) gradient materials to prepare structured surfaces with continuously changing 
topography.  
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3 Synopsis 
3.1 Overview of the Thesis 
The aim of this thesis is the preparation and characterization of polymer gradient materials 
(PGMs) and to gain a better understanding of materials with a continuously changing 
composition. This topic was addressed stepwise and resulted in four publications and one 
submitted manuscript.  
Scheme 1 illustrates schematically how the five topics are connected. A reliable preparation 
method was developed based on a high precision syringe pump setup (Scheme 1, center). The 
high precision syringe pump setup connects all the topics because it represents the 
prerequisite for each individual topic. This preparation method allowed the preparation of 
longitudinal polymer gradient materials on the centimeter scale with high reproducibility. 
Characterization methods were established to precisely analyze the compositional gradient 
within a sample before subjecting it to tensile testing.  
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Scheme 1. Overview of the thesis. The high precision syringe pump setup allowed the highly reproducible 
preparation of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)-based polymer gradient materials. This method was extended to 
other crosslinked polymer systems for the preparation of polymer gradient materials with a broad E-modulus 
variation. In this way, the impact of the gradient structure on the mechanical properties of different polymer 
system could be systematically studied.  Then, protein gradient films were prepared what proved the adaptability 
of the high precisions syringe pump setup even to aqueous, biological systems. Last, the expertise with PDMS 
gradient materials was used to prepare tailored surfaces with continuously changing topography. 
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The preparation setup and method was used to prepare longitudinal low-modulus PGMs based 
on poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS). The PDMS gradient materials were mechanically 
characterized in dependency on the gradient structure (Scheme 1, upper left). 
The expertise with thermally curing PDMS systems was extended to three thermally or 
photochemically curing polymer systems, rendering high-modulus polymer gradient 
materials. In this way, longitudinal PGMs with an E-modulus variation similar to that of 
mussel byssus threads (50-500 MPa) were prepared and their mechanical properties 
investigated as function of the gradient structure (Scheme 1, upper right). 
The acquired know-how was transferred to process biodegradable and biocompatible protein 
gradient films from aqueous solution, proving the adaptability even for biological systems 
(Scheme 1, lower right).  
Last, PDMS gradient materials were used to prepare tailored PDMS surfaces with 
continuously changing topography (Scheme 1, lower left). 
The following sections of the synopsis will give an overview of major findings and results of 
each topic, even beyond the results reported in the publications and manuscripts without 
making the lecture of the attached publications and manuscripts redundant. Literature 
references are not given in the synopsis but can be found in the attached publications and 
manuscripts. 
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3.2 Polymer Gradient Materials: Can Nature Teach Us New Tricks?* 
It was already pointed out that nature evolved longitudinal gradient materials such as the 
mussel byssus with unique mechanical properties and the ability to mediate between soft and 
hard materials. The provided excerpt of the literature overview illustrates that the few 
reported examples of polymer gradient materials (PGMs) indeed showed improved 
mechanical properties in comparison to non-gradient samples with discrete composition. 
However, the presented preparation methods are relatively complex, complicated and 
sometimes lack reproducibility.  
Therefore, a reliable preparation method had to be established that allowed the preparation of 
longitudinal PGMs with high reproducibility - a prerequisite for the study of tensile properties 
in dependency on the gradient structure because the statistical evaluation requires a sufficient 
number of identical samples.  
Mussel byssus threads, among others, are introduced as natural examples for longitudinal 
PGMs which attaches soft tissue to hard surfaces. The mechanical advantages of structures 
featuring a gradient in one direction are summarized. In addition to basic terminology and 
definitions, this review article gives a comprehensive overview of the most recent 
developments in the field of PGMs and selected highlights of PGMs are presented. 
Furthermore, common experimental techniques and characterization methods for PGM are 
illustrated. All these informations frame the background for our developed experimental setup 
for the reproducible preparation of longitudinal PGMs - a high precision syringe pump setup 
illustrated by the use of a poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) system as an example (Figure 13).  
 
Figure 13. Scheme (left) and photograph (right) of the high precision syringe pump setup. The flow rate of each 
syringe (a) can be controlled by the software (b). Disposable tubes (c) connect the syringes with the mixing head 
(d). A disposable static mixer (e) is attached to the mixing head and is used to mix the components before 
processing them into the mold (f). The mold is placed on a step motor (g) whose speed is synchronized with the 
total flow rate of the setup. This allows uniformly filling of the mold. The polymer system (PDMS) in this 
photograph consists of two different siloxanes (component A: red; component B: colorless) and a curing agent 
(component C: colorless). (Reprinted with permission from [53]; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH)  
 
                                                 
*This part of the thesis was published as a review article in the journal Macromolecular Materials and 
Engineering 2012 that can be found in section 4.3. 
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This setup allows the preparation of longitudinal PGMs with different gradient structures in 
dependency on the applied flow profile. For example, by application of a continuously 
changing flow ratio of the “soft” and “hard” prepolymer at a constant flow of the curing 
agent, soft-hard PDMS gradient material can be prepared with high reproducibility (Figure 
14). The dye added to the soft prepolymer visualizes the compositional gradient. 
 
Figure 14. Flow profile for the preparation of a soft-hard PDMS gradient. An empirical combination of constant 
(22.3 L/s) and continuously changing (0-22.3 L/s and vice versa) flow rates of the soft (red line) and hard 
(blue line) prepolymers at a constant flow rate (2.7 L/s) of the curing agent (green dotted line) allows the highly 
reproducible preparation of soft-hard PDMS gradient. The total flow rate is 25 L/s, realizing the processing of 
1.4 mL for each PDMS gradient sample (140x10x1 mm3) in 56 s. (Reprinted with permission from [53]; 
Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH) 
 
Moreover, our preferred optical and mechanical characterization techniques are presented, 
comprising UV/Vis spectroscopy of the added dye and compressive modulus testing in 
dependency on the sample position (Figure 15).  
 
Figure 15. Characterization techniques for PGMs. Left: UV/Vis spectroscopy of a dyed PDMS gradient material 
on a 384-well plate. A UV/Vis spectrum of each well is measured, allowing the correlation of the maximum 
absorbance of the red dye (at 560 nm) with the sample position. Right: Compressive modulus testing of the 
sample shown in the left photograph. Cylindrical specimens were punched every 10 mm and measured. Since the 
soft siloxane prepolymer was dyed, the compressive modulus is low where the absorbance of the dye is high. 
(Reprinted with permission from [53]; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH) 
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Especially, UV/Vis spectroscopy (non-destructive method) is of high relevance because it 
allows us to precisely analyze the prepared gradient structure within the sample before 
subjecting it to tensile testing (destructive method). 
With this setup in hand, longitudinal PGMs with different gradient structures within the 
samples could be prepared in large quantities with high reproducibility. The gradient structure 
within the sample could be analyzed by a non-destructive method. This is a requirement to 
study the tensile properties of longitudinal PGMs as function of the gradient structure within 
the sample. 
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3.3 Learning from Nature: Synthesis and Characterization of Longitudinal Polymer 
Gradient Materials Inspired by Mussel Byssus Threads* 
Marine mussels use their threads for attachment to any substratum and these biopolymer 
gradient fibers show outstanding mechanical properties due to an excellent combination of 
stiff and soft properties. The compositional gradient in each fiber is assumed to be responsible 
for this distinctive behavior and is established by continuously changing the ratio of three 
collagens along the thread. The collagens are crosslinked in a reaction similar to a 
polyaddition polymerization while processing of the fiber reminds of reaction injection 
molding. Both concepts are very well-known in polymer processing. Nature utilizes this 
strategy of gradient materials to create materials with unique mechanical properties but 
polymer science offers a tool to transfer these biological principles to material science. To 
explore characteristics, potential, and applications of bioinspired polymer gradient materials 
(PGMs), a reliable preparation method was needed. The described high precision syringe 
pump setup was used for fabrication of bulk PGMs based on a commercially available 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) system (PDMS), following the natural concept of a polyaddition 
polymer system. For the first time, longitudinal PGMs based on PDMS with different gradient 
structures were prepared on the macroscopic centimeter scale with high reproducibility.  
PDMS is a suitable model system for the preparation of PGMs due to its commercial 
availability and easy handling (Table 1).  
 
Table 1. Poly(dimethyl siloxane) components for the preparation of bulk polymer gradient materials. (Reprinted 
with permission from [Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 33, 206.]; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH)  
 
Component 
and name 
 
Description 
 
 
Viscositya) 
 
[mPa s] 
Mixing ratio of components 
 
[v/v] 
Tensile modulus ± STD 
 
[MPa]b) 
    A B C  
A H-Sil-hard H-Siloxane (hard) 10,500 10 0 1 0.76 ± 0.01 
B H-Sil-soft H-Siloxane (soft) 2,700 0 10 1 0.19 ± 0.01 
C Vinyl-Sil Vinyl-Siloxane 
and Pt-Catalyst 
1,050 - - - - 
       a)Manufacturer’s data sheet; b)See experimental section for testing conditions, STD: standard deviation. 
 
In general, PDMS networks are formed by curing siloxane prepolymers via thermal cross-
linking. The reaction occurs between siloxane prepolymers with Si-H functionalities (H-
Siloxane) and the curing agent with vinyl groups (Vinyl-Siloxane) or vice versa. Specifically, 
the Si-H is reacted to a vinyl group in a platinum-catalyzed polyaddition reaction. Hence, the 
stiffness of the PDMS materials can be changed by application of H-Siloxanes with different 
                                                 
*This part of the thesis was published as a communication article in the journal Macromolecular Rapid 
Communications 2012 that can be found in section 4.4. 
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amounts of Si-H bonds while the Vinyl-Siloxane is kept constant. As a consequence, the 
crosslink density is changed, rendering soft or hard PDMS-elastomers in dependency on the 
chosen H-Siloxane. 
Compositional gradients (dimensions: 14 cm x 1 cm x 1 mm) were realized by using the 
already described high precision syringe pump setup (section 3.2) with three syringe pumps 
feeding the components A (H-Sil-hard), B (H-Sil-soft) and C (Vinyl-Sil) (Table 1). By 
application of a continuously changing flow ratio of component A and B at a constant flow of 
component C, gradient mixtures were processed into a mold and thermally cured, rendering 
PDMS-based PGMs. Within the obtained gradient samples, the stiffness between the hard and 
soft parts could be varied up to a factor of four (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16. Schematic illustration of the preparation of PDMS-based polymer gradient materials. Three 
components (A, B: siloxane prepolymers: C: curing agent) were processed via a high precision syringe pump 
through a static mixer and into a mold. The compositional gradients were generated by continuously changing 
the flow rates of component A and B while component C was kept constant. B was stained with a red dye to 
visualize the gradient structure. The photograph shows a PDMS gradient elastomer sample. The holes (=5 mm) 
were punched along the sample to demonstrate the mechanical gradient while applying a strain of 10%. 
(Reprinted with permission from [Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 33, 206.]; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH) 
 
Three different gradient structures within the sample were realized by application of different 
flow profiles. Specifically, hard-soft, hard-soft-hard and oscillating gradients were prepared. 
Then, the gradients were analyzed by UV/Vis spectroscopy to illustrate the different gradient 
structures within the sample (Figure 17). Tensile testing revealed that the mechanical 
properties strongly depend on the gradient structure of the sample. Specifically, soft-hard 
PDMS gradients (Figure 17a) showed lower ultimate stress and strain values than comparable 
non-gradient samples. Better mechanical properties were found with triangle-like hard-soft-
hard PDMS gradients (Figure 17b). The oscillating gradient (Figure 17c) did not show any 
significant change in comparison to a comparable non-gradient sample with discrete 
composition whereas the mechanical properties of soft-hard and hard-soft-hard gradients were 
highly affected. This was an interesting discovery that justified a closer look. Although this 
work was focused on a PDMS system, the presented approach for fabricating gradient 
materials was expanded to other polyaddition systems. 
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Figure 17. The absorbance at 560 nm (solid red triangles) and the applied flow profile (solid green line) are 
shown as function of the mold/sample position. The mold starts filling after passing the static mixer (dead 
volume of 56 s). At a total flow rate of 25 L/s the mold is filled within 56 s. a) A combination of flow plateaus 
(100% and 0% H-Sil-soft) and a continuously decreasing flow rate of H-Sil-soft results in a soft-hard (85%-10%) 
PDMS gradient. b) A sequence of flow plateaus (100%, 0% and 100% H-Sil-soft) generates a hard-soft-hard 
(0%-60%-5%) PDMS gradient material. c) The application of an oscillating flow profile (from 100% to 0% H-
Sil-soft) yields a sinusoidal hard-soft (60%-40%-55%-40%-60%-40%) PDMS gradient. (Reprinted with 
permission from [Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 33, 206.]; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH) 
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3.4 Longitudinal Polymer Gradient Materials Based on Crosslinked Polymers* 
Gradient materials in general are known to reduce stress concentrations and to increase 
fracture toughness. Furthermore, nature exploits longitudinal gradient structures to face 
engineering problems of connecting tissue of different stiffness. Therefore, polymer gradient 
materials (PGMs) have drawn researchers’ interest but systematic studies were limited by the 
available preparation methods. The developed high precision syringe pump setup provides an 
approach for a reliable and highly reproducible preparation of longitudinal PGMs on the 
macroscopic scale. More to the point, the characterization by UV/Vis spectroscopy of an 
added dye allowed the visualization of the gradient structure within the sample, enabling 
systematic mechanical studies in dependency on the gradient structure. Polyaddition polymer 
systems are the preferred systems for the preparation of PGMs. Within this thesis, 
longitudinal PGMs were first prepared with a poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) system and 
different gradient structures were realized within the samples, showing strongly different 
tensile testing properties. As shown, the limitation of the presented PDMS system is the 
narrow and low modulus range of about 0.2-0.8 MPa. The glass transition temperature Tg is 
always below room temperature (RT), allowing an almost linear increase of the modulus but 
only small variations are possible.  
To enlarge the modulus range, the experimental setup was adapted to three other polymer 
systems, covering a large modulus range from 10 up to 1300 MPa and having a jump of the 
Tg from below to above RT (transition zone) in the analyzed concentration range. Here, 
photochemically curing poly(ester/ether acrylates) and thiol-ene clicked poly(mercaptopropyl 
siloxanes) (PMMS) and thermally curing poly(urethanes) were used to prepare PGMs in a 
modulus range of 50-500 MPa for comparison, using the steep modulus variation in the 
transition zone. For the first time, the tensile properties of longitudinal PGMs on the 
macroscopic scale, covering a wide modulus range, were systematically studied as function of 
the gradient structure within these samples. Furthermore, the mechanical properties were 
compared to non-gradient samples with the same overall composition, illustrating the effect of 
the gradient structure. 
The analysis of PGMs followed a developed standard procedure that is exemparily shown by 
looking at the thiol-ene polymer system. Thiol-ene-based polymer materials were accessible 
by photo-initiated addition of PMMS, basically a thiol-functionalized PDMS-chain, to a 
trifunctional ene-component (trimethylolpropane triacrylate, TMPTA) or a bifunctional ene-
component (tripropylenglycol diacrylate, TPGDA). Due to the different amount of vinyl 
groups, the crosslink density of the polymer system can be altered, resulting in hard 
(TPMTA=50%, TPGDA=0%) or soft (TMPTA=0%, TPGDA=50%) specimens (Figure 18). 
                                                 
*This part of the thesis was submitted for publication as a full paper in the journal Polymer 2013 that can be 
found in section 4.5. 
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Figure 18. Photograph of non-gradient samples with discrete composition based on thiol-ene click chemistry. 
The thiol group of poly(mercaptopropyl siloxane) (PMMS) was added to the vinyl group of trimethylolpropane 
triacrylate (TMPTA) or tripropylenglycol diacrylate (TPGDA) by photopolymerization. TMPTA had been 
stained with a red dye. The numbers indicate the percentage (w/w %) of TMPTA in the TMPTA/TPGDA/PMMS 
mixture. In all cases, PMMS was added in 50 w/w % to ensure crosslinking of the entire system. 
 
First, non-gradient samples (dimensions: 14 cm x 1 cm x 1 mm) with different compositions 
were prepared by the high precision syringe pump setup. It is worth mentioning that every 
polymer system needed a specific mold material. On the one hand, the processed mixture is 
required to wet the mold material in order to obtain well-defined specimens. On the other 
hand, the resulting polymer materials are also desired to allow easy removal of the specimens 
from the mold. Therefore, the choice of the mold material requires diligence. In this case, we 
found that molds of poly(methyl methacrylate) suited best our purposes. After processing the 
mixtures into the mold, they were irradiated for 30 s, obtaining non-gradient samples based on 
the presented thiol-ene polymer system. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy proved that the samples 
with a thickness of 1 mm were uniformly cured, meaning the absence of a cross-sectional 
curing gradient. A major advantage of photochemically curing polymer systems is the fast 
curing process which prevents blurring of the gradient structure due to diffusion.  
A perylene-based, red dye was added to the triacrylate TMPTA what allowed the correlation 
of each absorbance value with a composition by simply measuring UV/Vis absorbance 
(Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Absorbance at 573 nm of the added dye in dependency on the TMPTA content. The dye is added to 
TMPTA. Hence, the absorbance increases linearly with increasing TMPTA content. The linear fit allows the 
correlation of each absorbance value to a TMPTA content.  
 
The non-gradient samples were subjected to tensile testing and thermal characterization, 
resulting in E-moduli and glass transition temperatures for each non-gradient composition 
(Figure 20). In this way, the absorbance measurement does not only allow the correlation with 
a discrete composition but also with mechanical and thermal properties.     
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Figure 20. E-modulus (left, black squares) and glass transition temperature Tg (right, blue circles) in 
dependency on the TMPTA content. The E-modulus increases steeply in the concentration range of 30-
50 w/w % TMPTA because Tg jumps in the transition zone from below to above room temperature. Therefore, 
this concentration range (hatched box) was chosen to prepare PGMs covering a wide modulus range. 
 
After having chosen the desired modulus range of the polymer system (hatched box in Figure 
20), flow profiles were optimized for the preparation of PGMs. By application of these 
optimized flow profile as examples, three different gradient structures within the samples 
were realized (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21. The hard and soft parts of the prepared thiol-ene gradient samples with uniform thickness are 
highlighted to visualize the gradient structure. The absorbance at 573 nm (left, red triangles) is compared with 
the applied flow profile (right, green line) in dependency on the mold/sample position. The dead volume of the 
static mixer device causes a delay of about 31 s (dashed line) before the mold starts filling. According to the 
linear fit in Figure 19, the amount of TMPTA (w/w %) within the gradients can be calculated. a) Hard-soft 
gradient with up to 48 w/w % of TMPTA in the hard and 29 w/w % in the soft part. b) Hard-soft-hard gradient 
with 49-34-49 w/w % of TMPTA. c) Soft-hard-soft gradient with 29-42-30 w/w % of TMPTA.  
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Specifically, hard-soft, hard-soft-hard and soft-hard-soft thiol-ene-based gradient mixtures 
were processed into the mold by a combination of flow plateaus with constant flow rates and 
ramps with continuously changing flow rates. Then, the absorbance of the prepared PGMs 
was measured as function of the sample position. The linear fit shown in Figure 19 allowed 
the correlation of each measured absorbance value to one specific TMPTA content (and thus 
mechanical and thermal properties). Furthermore, the area under the absorbance curve 
(starting from absorbance = 0) of gradient and non-gradient samples can also be correlated 
with a TMPTA content. Gradient and non-gradient samples with the same area (and thus the 
same TMPTA content) can be compared. This allows the comparison of samples with even 
complicated gradient structure to non-gradient samples. The developed method is a key 
requirement for evaluating the impact of the gradient structure on the mechanical properties. 
Gradient specimens were also subjected to tensile testing and compared to non-gradient 
samples with almost the same TMPTA content (Table 2). Note that 2 cm of each end of the 
gradients shown in Figure 19 were clamped for tensile testing.  
 
Table 2. Tensile properties of hard-soft, hard-soft-hard and soft-hard-soft thiol-ene-based polymer gradient 
materials as shown in Figure 21 in comparison with non-gradient samples with discrete composition. Gradient 
and non-gradient samples with almost the same area value can be compared because they posses the same 
overall TMPTA content.   
 
Sample Areaa) 
 
E-modulus 
(MPa) 
Stress at break 
(MPa) 
Strain at break  
(%) 
Strain energy 
(MJ/m3) 
Hard-soft gradient 59 72 ± 7 1.4 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.2 0.016 ± 0.003 
Comparable non-gradient 57 78 ± 5 2.7 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 0.8 0.079 ± 0.020 
Hard-soft-hard gradient 69 158 ± 4 6.2 ± 0.7 7.1 ± 1.1 0.262 ± 0.064 
Comparable non-gradient 70 263 ± 16 6.2 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.3 0.161 ± 0.023 
Soft-hard-soft gradient 54 78 ± 3 2.0 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.2 0.032 ± 0.004 
Comparable non-gradient 57 78 ± 5 2.7 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 0.8 0.079 ± 0.020 
a)The area under the absorbance curve (starting from absorbance = 0) of gradient and non-gradient samples 
determined by UV/Vis spectroscopy can be correlated with a TMPTA content, allowing the comparison of non-
gradient and gradient samples with the same area and thus the same overall composition. 
 
The E-modulus of hard-soft and soft-hard-soft gradients is not significantly affected by the 
introduction of a gradient structure whereas the E-modulus of hard-soft-hard gradients is 
decreased by approximately 40%. All the gradient samples always break in the softest parts 
what is attributed to stress concentrations in the soft parts, reaching their ultimate strain 
whereas the hard parts have not yet completely strained. Furthermore, radial stress arising in 
the interface between the soft parts and the hard clamps is assumed to lead to the early 
breakage. As a consequence, a higher ultimate strain and a higher strain energy was found 
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with the hard-soft-hard gradient in comparison with both the soft-hard and soft-hard-soft 
gradients. Intriguingly, the strain energy of hard-soft-hard gradients was found to be even 
higher than their comparable non-gradient samples. The same tendencies are found with all 
the analyzed polymer systems, including PDMS. 
In summary, the approach for the preparation of PGMs was successfully adapted to three 
additional high modulus polymer systems. Tensile properties could be improved by 
application of a hard-soft-hard gradient structure within the sample. Due to the jump of the 
Tg, the mechanical properties are also a function of the temperature, opening up a pathway to 
thermoresponsive materials. 
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3.5 Protein Gradient Films of Fibroin and Gelatin* 
Mussel byssus threads are only one natural example where the mediation of soft to hard tissue 
is achieved by a gradient structure. For instance, the muscle (soft) to bone (hard) interface in 
humans also relies on a gradient, specifically in tendons. Though, this natural design principle 
of using compositional gradients is not limited to solving the engineering problem of joining 
two different materials at an interface. In literature, it is well known that the cell motility on 
substrates and the entire cell-material interaction depends on the match of the stiffness of the 
cell tissue and the surface it is attached to. Therefore, surfaces with a stiffness gradient can 
have a large impact on directing cell movement and attachment. This circumstance makes 
gradient surfaces interesting for biomedical applications such as wound healing via 
immobilization of cells.  
As a consequence, scientists put a lot of effort into the preparation of biocompatible gradient 
surfaces. However, most approaches are limited to gradients on the microscale, limiting their 
potential in biomedical applications. Furthermore, the field of biocompatible gradient surfaces 
is usually populated with soft hydrogels which cannot cover the Young’s modulus range of 
tendon, for instance. A natural biopolymer system that can fulfill this requirement was 
described in literature and consists of fibroin and gelatin, both readily available. Therefore, 
we modified this system for our purposes, prepared in collaboration with E. S. Lintz from the 
group Biomaterials (Prof. Dr. T. Scheibel) of the University of Bayreuth longitudinal 
biopolymer gradient materials on the macroscopic scale and analyzed them mechanically, 
thermally and optically.  
A longitudinal fibroin-gelatin gradient biomaterial with a length of 14 cm and a large modulus 
range was prepared out of aqueous protein solutions of fibroin and gelatin* (Figure 22) via the 
high precision syringe pump. Please note that gelatin* denotes gelatin containing 20 w/w % of 
glycerin.   
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Figure 22. Macroscopic fibroin/gelatin* biopolymer gradient material (photograph of a specimen with a length 
of 14 cm). This hard-soft gradient from 40% fibroin (and thus 60% gelatin*) to 100% gelatin* covers a large 
variation of mechanical properties, specifically a modulus range of 160-570 MPa. Gelatin* contains 20 w/w % 
of glycerin as plasticizer. Position-dependent spectroscopic analysis visualizes the continuously changing protein 
interaction.  
 
                                                 
*This part of the thesis was published as a full paper in Macromolecular Bioscience 2013 that can be found in 
section 4.6. 
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The addition of 20 % w/w of glycerin is necessary to plasticize the gelatin component. 
Furthermore, glycerin stabilizes moisture what makes gelatin materials less dependent upon 
the relative humidity. The water content has an impact on the mechanical properties. 
The gradient structure of this biocompatible hard-soft gradient was visualized via UV/Vis 
spectroscopy, attesting the material a gradient ranging from 40 w/w % of fibroin to 100 w/w 
% of gelatin*. The protein gradient could also be demonstrated by the changes in the IR-
absorbance in dependency on the sample position. More to the point, physical interactions 
between fibroin and gelatin* were reasoned from attenuated total reflection Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy of non-gradient samples with discrete composition. Scanning electron 
microscopy confirmed that both the proteins were well mixed and the transparency of the 
blend films excluded a macroscopic phase separation.  
In contrast to usually soft hydrogels, the fibroin/gelatin* blend system from 0 % w/w (F0) to 
50 % w/w (F50) of fibroin covers a large, high modulus range of 160-960 MPa (Figure 23). 
However, gradients from a fibroin content of 0 % w/w (F0) to 40 % w/w (F40) were chosen 
as the best compromise in terms of the material’s toughness and the modulus range (160-
570 MPa) that is still able to cover the modulus of natural tendons (300-350 MPa) on the 
macroscopic scale.  
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Figure 23. E-modulus of the fibroin/gelatin* blend system. Gelatin* denotes gelatin including 20 % w/w 
glycerin. With increasing amount of fibroin the E-modulus increases, ranging from 160 up to 960 MPa. 
 
Furthermore, the blend films were subjected to thermal analysis. Thermogravimetric  Analysis 
(TGA) showed that all the non-gradient samples contained about 8 w/w % water, independent 
of the actual composition (Figure 24a). This is beneficial for the comparison of the performed 
tensile testing since the mechanical properties of protein films are usually a function of the 
water content. Moreover, TGA attested the fibroin/gelatin* blend system a thermal stability 
up to 200°C, slightly increasing with increasing amount of fibroin. Differential Scanning 
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Calorimetry (DSC) of the blend films showed two peaks (Figure 24b). The first endothermic 
peak around 65°C was attributed to the melting of gelatin*. As a consequence, the 
fibroin/gelatin* blend films loose their structural integrity by heating above 65°C. The second 
peak at 90°C corresponds to the helix-to-coil transition of gelatin in the presence of glycerin. 
Since this peak shifted and decreased with increasing fibroin content, physical interactions 
between fibroin and gelatin* were confirmed. In summary, fibroin and gelatin* blend films 
are stable under human body temperature conditions although the blend systems itself can 
withstand temperatures up to 200°C.  
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Figure 24. Thermal characterization of fibroin/gelatin blend films. a) Thermogravimetric Analysis revealed a 
water content of about 8 w/w % (first weight loss) and a thermal stability (second weight loss) of the blend 
system up to 200°C. The shoulder at 290°C matches well with the boiling point of glycerin. b) The 1. heating 
curves of Differential Scanning Calorimetry confirmed physical interactions between fibroin and gelatin because 
the peak (#) attributed to the helix-to-coil transition of gelatin in the presence of glycerin shifts and decreases 
with increasing fibroin content.   
 
Due to the control of the stiffness over a wide range as well as the biocompatibility and -
degradability the fibroin-gelatin* gradient is envisioned to act as a supporting or replacement 
material that directs cell motility in biological tissues - to have the right cell with suitable 
stiffness in the right spot. This is of special interest for biomedical applications such as the 
treatment of tendon ruptures but requires further investigation.  
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3.6 Towards Tailored Topography: Facile Preparation of Surface-Wrinkled Gradient 
Poly(dimethyl siloxane) with Continuously Changing Wavelength* 
Controlling the wrinkle process opens up pathways for the formation of structured surfaces. In 
this active research area, scientists recently exploited wrinkle formation in layers coupled to 
elastic substrates, specifically poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS). This well understood and 
very reproducible process is based on a phenomenon called buckling instability which is 
introduced by a combination of stretching the elastic substrate, subsequent oxygen plasma 
treatment and a relaxation step, rendering well-defined wrinkles on the surface. The wrinkle 
wavelength depends on a couple of parameters but can mainly be influenced by the thickness 
of the thin film and the Young’s modulus of the substrate. 
We had shown that longitudinal polymer gradient materials (PGMs) based on PDMS can be 
prepared with high reproducibility. According to theoretical considerations, the wrinkle 
wavelength was assumed to change continuously with a continuously changing Young’s 
modulus along the PDMS substrate. To confirm theory, a longitudinal PGM based on PDMS 
was prepared, subjected to the wrinkle formation process and analyzed in collaboration with 
M. Tebbe from the group Physical Chemistry II (Prof. A. Fery) of the University of Bayreuth. 
PDMS with a compositional gradient was fabricated by continuously changing the ratio of a 
stiff PDMS (PDMS-hard) and a soft PDMS (PDMS-soft) prepolymer mixture via the high 
precision syringe pump setup. The processed mixtures were thermally cured, rendering a 
PDMS gradient specimen with a compositional and thus mechanical gradient (Figure 25).  
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Figure 25. Macroscopic PDMS gradient specimen. The compositional gradient is visualized by the continuously 
decreasing PDMS-hard (and thus increasing PDMS-soft) content (section 4.7). (Adapted with permission from 
[RSC Adv. 2012, 2, 10185.]; Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry) 
 
                                                 
*This part of the thesis was published as a communication article in RSC Advances 2012 that can be found in 
section 4.7. 
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Notably, this PDMS gradient specimen cannot be subjected to the common wrinkle formation 
process where the sample is uniaxially stretched and subsequently treated with oxygen 
plasma. The applied longitudinal load does not distribute uniformly across the gradient 
specimen what causes significantly higher strains in the softer regions. This prevents the 
transfer of the continuously changing modulus into a stepless varying wrinkle wavelength. 
Therefore, the wrinkle formation process had to be modified. Specifically, a method was 
developed that ensures the application of a constant force field onto the gradient specimen. 
The embedment of the prepared PDMS gradient substrate in a stiffer PDMS matrix was a 
milestone in this work because it allowed the uniform stretching of hard-soft gradients. 
Stretching of the embedded gradient PDMS substrate and subsequent oxygen plasma 
oxidation resulted in a continuously changing wrinkle wavelength on the surface upon 
relaxation (Figure 26). 
 
1. Stretching of the sample
2. Plasma treatment
+25%
3. Relaxation
a)
b)
c)
Wrinkled PDMS sample with embedded gradient specimen
PDMS sample with embedded gradient specimen
Stretched PDMS sample with embedded gradient specimen
L0
L0
L0  
Figure 26. Wrinkling of embedded PDMS gradient specimens. a) A PDMS gradient specimen is embedded into 
a stiffer PDMS matrix and thermally cured. b) The entire sample with the initial length L0 is stretched by 25% 
and subsequently subjected to oxygen plasma treatment. c) After relaxation, the gradient specimen shows a 
continuously changing wrinkle wavelength according to its compositional gradient. The wrinkle wavelength of 
the surrounding PDMS matrix is uniform and smaller due to its homogeneous composition and higher stiffness. 
The thickness of the SiOx-like layer is exaggerated for better visualization of the principle. (Reprinted with 
permission from [RSC Adv. 2012, 2, 10185.]; Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry) 
 
The wrinkle wavelength of the embedded PDMS specimen structure was analyzed by 
scanning electron microscopy as function of the sample position and correlated with 
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compressive modulus testing of the unwrinkled PDMS specimen. As illustrated in Figure 27, 
we were able to transfer the continuously changing E-modulus of the PDMS gradient 
substrate into a stepless varying wrinkle wavelength of the SiOx-like surface, ranging from 
700 to 1200 nm. 
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Figure 27. Correlation of the compressive modulus (blue squares) of the unwrinkled PDMS gradient specimen 
with the wrinkle wavelength (black dots) of the surface-wrinkled PDMS gradient specimen as function of the 
sample position. The SEM images show exemplarily the different wrinkle wavelength at the sample positions 0.5 
(A), 6.5 (B) and 13.5 cm (C). The white scale bar in the left corner represents 1000 nm. (Reprinted with 
permission from [RSC Adv. 2012, 2, 10185.]; Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry) 
 
As mentioned above, the wrinkle wavelength mainly depends on the thickness of the SiOx-
like layer and the Young’s modulus of the substrate. The thickness of the SiOx-like layer was 
calculated to be constant at about 6 nm along the entire gradient specimen. This confirms that 
the variation of the wrinkle wavelength, as shown in Figure 27, is exclusively attributed to the 
continuously changing modulus of the PDMS substrate.   
Since the change in wrinkle wavelength results in a continuously varying surface pattern, this 
new lithography-free tool was envisioned to be interesting for the preparation of PDMS 
gradient surfaces with tailored topography and their potential application for diffraction 
gratings, microlenses, microfluidics and cell adhesion studies. 
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4 Publications and Manuscripts 
In this chapter, a list of publications and manuscripts is given, the individual contributions of 
each author are specified and the publications and manuscripts are attached. 
 
4.1 List of Publications and Manuscripts 
 
1. K. U. Claussen, T. Scheibel, H.-W. Schmidt, R. Giesa  
„Polymer Gradient Materials: Can Nature Teach Us New Tricks?“ 
published in Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2012, 297, 938. 
 
2. K. U. Claussen, R. Giesa, T. Scheibel, H.-W. Schmidt  
„Learning from Nature: Synthesis and Characterization of Longitudinal Polymer 
Gradient Materials Inspired by Mussel Byssus Threads” 
published in Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 33, 206. 
 
3. K. U. Claussen, R. Giesa, H.-W. Schmidt  
„Longitudinal Polymer Gradient Materials Based on Crosslinked Polymers“ 
submitted for publication in Polymer 2013. 
 
4. K. U. Claussen, E. S. Lintz, R. Giesa, H.-W. Schmidt, T. Scheibel  
„Protein Gradient Films of Fibroin and Gelatin“ 
published in Macromol. Biosci. 2013, DOI: 10.1002/mabi.201300221. 
 
5. K. U. Claussen, M. Tebbe, R. Giesa, A. Schweikart, A. Fery, H.-W. Schmidt 
„Towards Tailored Topography: Facile Preparation of Surface-Wrinkled Gradient 
Poly(dimethyl siloxane) with Continuously Changing Wavelength”  
published in RSC Adv. 2012, 2, 10185. 
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4.2 Individual Contributions to Joint Publications 
In the following section, the individual contributions of each author to joint publications are 
specified. Work contributed by myself was carried out at the chair of Macromolecular 
Chemistry I at the University of Bayreuth in cooperation with Dr. Reiner Giesa under the 
supervision of Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Schmidt. The publications 1 and 2 were written in 
cooperation with Prof. Dr. Thomas Scheibel (Biomaterials, University of Bayreuth). 
Manuscript 4 was written in cooperation with Eileen S. Lintz and Prof. Dr. Thomas Scheibel 
(Biomaterials, University of Bayreuth). Publication 5 was written in cooperation with with 
Moritz Tebbe and Prof. Dr. Andreas Fery (Physical Chemistry II, University of Bayreuth). 
 
 
Publication 1: Polymer Gradient Materials: Can Nature Teach Us New Tricks? 
Macromolecular Materials and Engineering 2012, 297, 938-957 
Kai Uwe Claussen, Thomas Scheibel, Hans-Werner Schmidt and Reiner Giesa 
The first manuscript was published as a review article on polymer gradient materials and 
highlights also our developed system for the reproducible preparation of longitudinal polymer 
gradient materials on the centimeter scale. The experimental setup was developed in stages 
jointly with Dr. Reiner Giesa. System parameters were optimized in several runs for different 
viscosities of the various liquid components. Mixing heads and molds made of different 
materials suitable for the different polymer systems were custom-designed and produced from 
the machine shop of the University of Bayreuth. The commercially available syringe pump 
setup was combined with a commercially available linear motion slide which was controlled 
by a programmed software. Characterization methods for the gradient composition within the 
samples were established. Specifically, a Jena Analytics UV/Vis reader was used to measure 
the absorbance of an added dye in dependency on the sample position. Furthermore, 
compressive modulus testing of cylindrical specimens punched along the length of the sample 
was utilized to show the gradient structure.  
The first draft of the manuscript was equally written by myself and Dr. Reiner Giesa. Prof. 
Dr. Thomas Scheibel contributed to the introduction and the epilog. Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner 
Schmidt and Prof. Dr. Thomas Scheibel were involved in finalizing of the manuscript.  
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Publication 2: Learning from Nature: Synthesis and Characterization of Longitudinal 
Polymer Gradient Materials Inspired by Mussel Byssus Threads 
Macromolecular Rapid Communications 2012, 33, 206-211 
Kai Uwe Claussen, Reiner Giesa, Thomas Scheibel and Hans-Werner Schmidt  
The second manuscript was published as a communication article describing the reproducible 
preparation of longitudinal polymer gradient materials on the centimeter scale based on 
poly(dimethyl siloxanes). All the experimental work presented in this manuscript was 
performed by myself. I used the developed high precision syringe pump setup and adjusted 
the flow profiles for the poly(dimethyl siloxane) polymer system. I prepared a large number 
of non-gradient and gradient samples with different gradient structures and analyzed them 
optically by UV/Vis spectroscopy and mechanically by compressive modulus and tensile 
testing. The evaluation of the data was also done by myself. Dr. Reiner Giesa and Prof. Dr. 
Hans-Werner Schmidt were involved in scientific discussions of the results. 
I wrote the first draft of the manuscript. Dr. Reiner Giesa, Prof. Dr. Thomas Scheibel and 
Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Schmidt were involved in finalizing of the manuscript. 
 
 
Manuscript 3: Longitudinal Polymer Gradient Materials Based on Crosslinked 
Polymers  
Submitted to Polymer 2013 
Kai Uwe Claussen, Reiner Giesa and Hans-Werner Schmidt  
The third manuscript was submitted for publication as a full paper article and describes the 
extension of our developed preparation approach on three additional thermally or 
photochemically curing high modulus polymer systems. All the experimental work presented 
in this manuscript was performed by myself. I used the developed high precision syringe 
pump setup and adjusted the flow profiles for the additional polymer systems. I prepared both 
the non-gradient and gradient samples with different gradient structures and analyzed them by 
ATR-FTIR and UV/Vis spectroscopy, DSC and tensile testing. The evaluation of the data was 
also done by myself. Dr. Reiner Giesa and Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Schmidt were involved in 
scientific discussions of the results. 
I wrote the first draft of the manuscript. The manuscript is currently peer-reviewed.  
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Publication 4: Protein Gradient Films of Fibroin and Gelatin 
Macromolecular Bioscience 2013, DOI: 10.1002/mabi.201300221 
Kai Uwe Clausen, Eileen S. Lintz, Reiner Giesa, Hans-Werner Schmidt and Thomas Scheibel 
The fourth manuscript was published as a full paper article describing the preparation of 
longitudinal protein gradient materials of fibroin and gelatin. The experimental work 
presented in this manuscript was performed by myself and Eileen S. Lintz. I optimized the 
flow profiles, prepared a large number of gradient and non-gradient samples and characterized 
them by UV/Vis spectroscopy, TGA, DSC and tensile testing. Eileen S. Lintz prepared the 
protein solutions, measured FTIR and took SEM images. The evaluation of the data was 
equally done by myself and Eileen S. Lintz.  
The first draft of the manuscript was equally written by myself and Eileen S. Lintz. Dr. Reiner 
Giesa, Prof. Dr. Thomas Scheibel and Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Schmidt were involved in 
finalizing of the manuscript. 
 
 
Publication 5: Towards Tailored Topography: Facile Preparation of Surface-Wrinkled 
Gradient Poly(dimethyl siloxane) with Continuously Changing Wavelength 
RSC Advances 2012, 2, 10185-10188 
Kai Uwe Claussen, Moritz Tebbe, Reiner Giesa, Alexandra Schweikart, Andreas Fery and 
Hans-Werner Schmidt 
The fifth manuscript was published as communication article and describes the transfer of the 
continuously changing modulus of a poly(dimethyl siloxane) gradient substrate into a stepless 
varying wrinkle wavelength of the surface. The experimental work presented in this 
manuscript was equally performed by myself and Moritz Tebbe. I optimized the flow profiles, 
prepared a large number of gradient and non-gradient samples and characterized them by 
compressive modulus and tensile testing. Alexandra Schweikart developed the method to 
embed the samples. Moritz Tebbe embedded and wrinkled the samples and characterized 
them by SEM. The evaluation of the data was equally done by myself and M. Tebbe.  
The first draft of the manuscript was written by myself. Dr. Reiner Giesa, Prof. Dr. Andreas 
Fery and Prof. Dr. Hans-Werner Schmidt were involved in scientific discussions and in 
finalizing of the manuscript. 
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4.3 Polymer Gradient Materials: Can Nature Teach Us New Tricks?* 
 
Nature offers interesting examples of structures with a gradually changing composition 
providing unique mechanical properties. Concepts and methods in polymer science enable the 
creation of polymer gradient materials. This paper gives a first comprehensive review on the 
most recent developments in the vastly growing field of these special materials. 
 
 
 
 
Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH 
                                                 
*Kai Uwe Claussen, Thomas Scheibel, Hans-Werner Schmidt, Reiner Giesa 
Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2012, 297, 938-957 
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4.4 Learning from Nature: Synthesis and Characterization of Longitudinal Polymer 
Gradient Materials Inspired by Mussel Byssus Threads* 
 
A straightforward approach is presented for the preparation of bioinspired, macroscopic 
polymer gradient materials based on poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS). Compositional 
gradients are realized using a specially designed mixer and three syringe pumps feeding 
different prepolymers capable of crosslinking. The stiffness within the gradient sample can be 
varied up to a factor of four. By addition of a dye to one component, the gradient structure can 
be visualized. 
 
 
GRADIENT MATERIAL
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Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH 
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4.5 Longitudinal Polymer Gradient Materials Based on Crosslinked Polymers*  
 
Polymer Gradient materials (PGMs) are known to reduce stress concentrations and to increase 
fracture toughness. In this study, macroscopic longitudinal PGMs based on thermally and 
photochemically curing polymer systems are prepared on the centimeter scale. Tensile 
properties of gradient and non-gradient samples are compared and reveal an improvement in 
dependency on the gradient structure within the sample. The steep modulus variation is 
realized by using the rubber to glass transition zone, envisioning the preparation of 
thermoresponsive materials because the mechanical properties depend on both, temperature 
and position. 
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*Kai Uwe Claussen, Reiner Giesa, Hans-Werner Schmidt 
Submitted to Polymer 2013 
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4.6 Protein Gradient Films of Fibroin and Gelatin* 
 
Protein gradient films of fibroin and gelatin on a centimeter scale have been prepared. A dye 
is added to fibroin, allowing the visualization of the gradient structure and the correlation of 
absorbance to fibroin content. Using position-dependent IR spectroscopy, protein interactions 
can be correlated to each sample position. This biocompatible gradient material covers a large 
modulus range and might be of interest for biomedical applications. 
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Note that british instead of american English was used in the attached manuscript. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
*Kai Uwe Claussen, Eileen Lintz, Reiner Giesa, Hans-Werner Schmidt, Thomas Scheibel 
Macromol. Biosci. 2013, DOI: 10.1002/mabi.201300221 
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4.7 Towards Tailored Topography: Facile Preparation of Surface-Wrinkled Gradient 
Poly(dimethyl siloxane) with Continuously Changing Wavelength*  
 
Poly(dimethyl siloxane) with a compositional gradient was fabricated via a precision syringe 
pump setup. Stretching of the substrate and subsequent oxygen plasma oxidation resulted in a 
continuously changing wrinkle wavelength on the surface upon relaxation. This approach is a 
powerful tool for designing gradient surfaces with tailored topography. 
 
 
Gradient surface-wrinkled PDMS
 
 
Reprinted with permission; Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry 
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